Tuesday, September 30, 2014

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Prescott for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual who will be transported to CDH by a friend – 0414 (1401-1012-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officer and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1337 (1401-1014-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for an injured student. EMTs evaluated individual who signed a refusal of care – 2002 (1401-1015-OF).

Monday, September 29, 2014

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Enfield for an ill student. AFD transported to CDH – 0213 (1401-1004-OF).

**Trespass Notice Issued:**
Officers responded to the Dakin Quad for a suspicious person. Officers found individual who had drug paraphernalia. Pictures were taken, and items were put in evidence locker. Individual was trespassed and transported off campus, – 0758 (1401-1005-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer responded to Franklin Patterson Hall for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual who will seek treatment if necessary – 1959 (1401-1009-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officer and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2018 (1401-1010-OF).

Sunday, September 28, 2014

None

Saturday, September 27, 2014

**Trespass:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Enfield for an intoxicated person who had previously been trespassed from campus. Officers issued a trespass notice to individual who will be summoned to court – 0202 (1401-998-OF). The case is open.

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was a faulty smoke detector. The panel was reset – 1114 (1401-999-OF).

Motor Vehicle Accident:
Officer responded to the Greenwich Parking Lot for a motor vehicle accident. Officer took pictures and the report – 1736 (1401-49-AC). The case is open.

Friday, September 26, 2014

Motor Vehicle Accident:
Officer responding to a call found a motor vehicle accident on Kendall Drive. Officer spoke with both parties, took pictures and a report – 1709 (1401-48-AC).

Thursday, September 25, 2014

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Enfield were notified of covered smoke detector in a room. Officers took pictures and removed the cover – 1141 (1401-985-OF).

Larceny over $250:
Officer responded to the Johnson Library for a report of a bike stolen from the Dakin Bike Shed. Officer took the report – 1255 (1401-986-OF). The case is open.

College Policy Violation:
Officer responded to Greenwich for a bag of marijuana on a table. Officer confiscated item which was logged into property. Dean’s Referral was completed – 1423 (1401-988-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1438 (1401-989-OF).

Larceny over $250:
Offices responded to Greenwich for a report of a bike stolen from the Adele Simmons Hall bike rack. Officer took the report – 1532 (1401-990-OF). The case is open.

Trespass Notice Issued:
Offices responded to the Dakin Quad for a report of a suspicious person. Officers spoke with individuals issued a trespass notice to individual who left campus via bus – 2007 (1401-991-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officer and EMTs responded to Greenwich for a report of an injured student. EMTs evaluated individual who will go to CDH with a friend – 2103 (1401-992-OF).
Suspicious Person:
Officer responded to Merrill for a report of stalking. Officer request House Staff respond and will do follow up – 1957 (1401-993-OF).

Wednesday, September 24, 2014

Larceny under $250:
Officer responded to Merrill for a report of a stolen purse taken from the Airport Lounge. Officer took the report. The purse was later recovered and returned to individual – 0454 (1401-978-OF). The case is open.

Assist Citizen:
Officer responded to Cole Science Center issued a trespass notice – 1115 (1401-989-OF).

Trespass Notice Issued:
Officers responded to the Dakin Quad for a report of suspicious persons. Officers contacted individuals. One individual issued trespass notice and escorted off campus – 1713 (1401-981-OF).

Tuesday, September 23, 2014

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire drills in Prescott were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. Officers took pictures and confiscated items which were logged into evidence – 0937 (1401-967-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire drills in Prescott were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. Officers took pictures and confiscated – 0938 (1401-968-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire drills in Prescott were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. Officers took pictures and confiscated items which were logged into evidence – 0939 (1401-969-OF).

Monday, September 22, 2014

Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to the Multisports Center for a reported injury. AFD evaluated the individual who declined transport will go to medical with family member – 1005 (1401-961-OF).
**Fire Alarm/College Policy Violation:**
Officer and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was marijuana smoke. The panel was reset. Dean’s Referral was submitted – 2316 (1401-964-OF).

**Sunday, September 21, 2014**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officer in the Johnson Library heard the alarm panel reporting a trouble alarm in Prescott. Officers responding to Prescott found the alarm not sounding in the area. The panel had cleared. HC Electrician notified of problem with panel – 0323 (1401-954-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers responded to Greenwich for an ill student. AFD responded and transported individual to CDH. Dean on Call notified – 1241 (1401-956-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Prescott for an ill student. EMTs assisted individual who refused transport to CDH – 2347 (1401-959-OF).

**Saturday, September 20, 2014**

**Trespass Notice Issued:**
Officers responded to Merrill for a report of harassment. House Staff and officer met with involved parties. Individual was trespassed from campus – 1403 (1401-951-OF).

**Motor Vehicle Accident:**
Officer responded to the Greenwich Parking Lot for a report of one vehicle rolling into another vehicle. Officer took pictures and the report – 1555 (1401-45-AC).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the Eric Carle Museum an ill student. AFD transported individual to CDH. Dean on Call notified – 1914 (1401-952-OF).

**Friday, September 19, 2014**

None

**Thursday, September 18, 2014**

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Merrill were notified of covered smoke detector in a room. Officers took pictures and removed the cover – 0917 (1401-934-OF).
College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Merrill were notified of covered smoke detector in a room. Officers took pictures and removed the cover – 0918 (1401-935-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers received information regarding a college policy violation. Residential staff is assisting with follow up - 2011 (1401-939-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to the Prescott Quad at the request of housing staff to assist with response to a report of drug use. The situation was resolved and officers and housing staff cleared the scene – 1735 (1401-940-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2034 (1401-942-OF).

Wednesday, September 17, 2014

Larceny under $250:
Officer responded to Dakin for a report of a larceny. Officer took the report – 1835 (1401-932-OF). The case is open.

Tuesday, September 16, 2014

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Merrill for an injured student. Officer transported individual to HHS – 0947 (1401-928-OF).

Suspicious Activity:
Officers responded to the RCC for a report of individual smoking in the building. Officer spoke with the individual who was given a trespass notice – 2004 (1401-929-OF).

Monday, September 15, 2014

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1853 (1401-925-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to the Merrill Quad for an ill student. Individual was evaluated but refused transport to CDH – 1958 (1401-926-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2120 (1401-927-OF).

**Sunday, September 14, 2014**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual who will be transported to medical treatment by a friend – 0053 (1401-921-OF).

**Saturday, September 13, 2014**

**Larceny under $250:**
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of a bike stolen from Dakin Bike Shed. Officer took the report. Later student reported finding bike locked in another location – 2145 (1401-919-OF). The case is open.

**Friday, September 12, 2014**

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Greenwich were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated logged into evidence, pictures were taken – 0927 (1401-905-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Greenwich were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated placed into property – 0929 (1401-906-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers responded to the Dakin Quad for a report of a disorderly student. Student no longer in the area, officer took the report submitted a Dean’s Referral – 1214 (1401-908-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for an ill student. AFD transported individual to CDH – 1224 (1401-910-OF).

**Motor Vehicle Accident:**
Officer responded to South Campus Driver for a reported motor vehicle accident. Officer took the report and pictures – 1343 (1401-42-AC).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to the Johnson Library for a reported injury. EMTs assisted individual who will seek further medical treatment in the morning if necessary – 2327 (1401-913-OF).
Thursday, September 11, 2014

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Blair Hall/Red Barn for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm is unknown. The panel was reset – 1557 (1401-902-OF).

Trespass:
Officers responded to the Dakin Quad for a report of two suspicious males. Officers located one individual in the Dakin Quad, one individual fled campus. Officers issued trespass to individual – 1828 (1401-904-OF). The case is open.

Wednesday, September 10, 2014

Found Property:
Officer responded to the Dining Commons for a report of a small amount of marijuana found in a parking lot. Officer took the report put the item in property – 1129 (1401-893-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1739 (1401-897-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1910 (1401-898-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2218 (1401-900-OF).

Tuesday, September 09, 2014

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Dakin were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated but student took items left with staff. A Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0850 (1401-885-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Dakin were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated and logged into property. A Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0855 (1401-886-OF).

College Policy Violation:
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Dakin were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated and logged into property. A Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0900 (1401-887-OF).

**College Policy Violation:**
Officers assisting with fire alarms in Dakin were notified of drug paraphernalia in a room. The items were confiscated and logged into property. A Dean’s Referral was submitted – 0905 (1401-888-OF).

Monday, September 08, 2014

**Larceny under $250:**
Officer responded to Prescott for a report of a stolen bike. Officer took the report – 1157 (1401-880-OF). The case is open.

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1546 (1401-881-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2057 (1401-883-OF).

Sunday, September 07, 2014

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to Merrill for a report of an ill student. EMTs evaluated individual who will go to UMI in the morning – 0044 (1401-876-OF).

**Incident at Off Campus Location:**
Officer responded to Johnson Library for a report of off campus incident. Individual was assisted with meeting with other PD to make a report – 1108 (1401-38-FI).

Saturday, September 06, 2014

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers responded to Dakin Quad for a report of an intoxicated student. Officer checked individual who declined medical transport – 0217 (1401-867-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to Merrill for a possible allergic reaction to insect bite. EMTs evaluated individual, who declined medical transport – 2306 (1401-875-OF).
Friday, September 05, 2014

Found Property:
Officer was given a pocket knife found outside of FPH. Item put in property – 1246 (1401-862-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset. Deans referral was submitted – 1851 (1401-865-OF).

Thursday, September 04, 2014

Fire – Actual:
Officers responded to Prescott for a reported past fire. Students had put out the oven fire. Officers requested HC electrician respond. Cause of the fire was items in broiler under oven. Officer requested students be notified in stove changes and requested custodians to clean the area – 1350 (1401-858-OF).

Wednesday, September 03, 2014

None

Tuesday, September 02, 2014

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to the Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1928 (1401-848-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to the Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2050 (1401-849-OF).

Monday, September 01, 2014

None